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Declaration by tbe Paris RoundTable

on

Today’sChildren:Tomorrow’s!40rld

“~e printemps de 1‘enfance”

We have come to Paris in this 200th anniversary year of the Declaration of
the Rights of Man and the Citizen to consider the possibilities for a further
great advance in the agreed stsndards of civilization: to extend the
fondsmentalrights of human opportunity to our most vulnerable fellow citizens
children.

● We, the participants in this Round Table, are from diverse roles and
stations in society. Amnng us are ministers of government and officers of
bureaucracy, academica and child psychologists, international civil servanta,
diplomats and cntmminityactivists, First Ladies and parenta. Our principal
common characteristic is our counnitmentto children, and our appreciation that
the world of tomorrow begins with the children of today.

The most endangered auarter of humanity

The 1980s have been an era of increasing polarization within the world
economy - continuing economic growth in some countries, but stagnation,
retrogressionand rising debt in many othera. As a result, the considerable
progress made for children and hy children in all parts of the world in the
decades since World War 11 haa, in many countries, slowed, stopped, or too
often slipped back in the 1980s.

In Africa, Latin America and some countries of Asia, the crisis of the
economic situation haa become a greater crisis of the human situation,
especially fnr children. An additional one-half million children are dying
each year in these continents, through the failures - internationally and
nationally - to develop, implement and support adequate policies to cope with
crisis and debt and the restoration of sustained long-term growth.

In the United States and some countries of Europe, the long period of

● growth over the 1980s has not prevented the number of children in poverty from
rising. The ccope and scale of government services have been severely
curtailed,just as the need for them has risen.
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Every day, &O,000 small children still die, and a comparable number are
crippled - two-thirds of which are preventable today through 1OW-COSt means.

The needs of children always encompass more than can be summarized in a
few statistics. In the course of our Round Table,.we have reviewed a number
of images of children in need:” children in poverty - in rich and poor nations ,
alike; children in conflict - in”almost 50 countries of the world; children
oppressed - by discriminateion, racism and repression; children abused and in
psychological distress; homeless children, and urban children living on their ,
own on the streeta; very young children having to work; children suffering
“affluenza” - lacking purpose, and bored; the unwanted child; children caught
in natual disasters; and, of course, the many millions of sick children,
disabled children, minority and inmigrant children, and the refugee child.
But also, ❑ore positively, the happy child - the model of what every child
should have the opportunity to be, but which is beyond the reach of so many.

Too many children are in peril.

This ia more than an issue of “humanitarian” compassion. WidescaIe death,
disability, and illness amnng children creates a long-term burden upon society
and a failure to ensure the strongest, healthiest, brightest human resources
for the future of our countries. “A penny invested in children today,” noted
one among ua, “can save 10 cents tomorrow.” Of even greater interest is the
potsntial positive return in the future for modest investments today - or,

● conversely, the lost potential ,offailing to make those investments.

When we neglect our children, the future is in peril.

Unparalleled opportunity

At the same time, we are aware that potentially the greatest historic
advances for children are we11 within our reach. In this same difficult
decade of the 1980s, new technologies and new organizational techniques for
protecting the health of children have achieved dramatic reductions in child
morbidity and mortality in many countries. New means of social mobilization
and of cnnmmnicating with, educating and motivating parents and families have
shown that child-saving knowledge can be brought to even the most remote
cnmnunities, and have demnnstrated their potential in all countries -
developing and industrialized. New appreciating of the needs of children and
the long-term importance to the health of nations of early investment in
children has been demonstrated in rich and poor countries, east and west.

An era of new thinkinq and new approaches

The entire world is now engaged in an era of re-thinking of accepted norms
and systems, approaches and structures. “New thinking” is being applied to
economics, social services, political processes, and the inter–relations of

●
states, Fresh perspectives are also being applied to the environment, with a
global consensus emerging that the world must make “structural adjustments” in
its treatment of the environment during the next decade. The urgency of
making these adjustments arises from our growing realization that the earth’s
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0 ecology and atmosphere are vulnerable and require constant nurture by society
ko ensure theii survival.

But we may also ask why the same recognition for the need for “special
protection” does not yet apply to the most vulnerable of human beings -
children? We urge that “new thinking” among and within nations recognize a
fundamental principle of human affairs: that any well-organized society must
be focuaaed around children. “Restructuring” needs to add children to its
priorities.

In every part of the world, priorities fnf children need to be brought
into thinking and action for the future. The 1990s provide a special
OPpOrt~i ty, as goals for a Fourth Development Decade are being formulated.

In Africa and Latin America, ways must be found to give greater place for
children’s needs in facing the crisis of adjustment, and in the later
resumption of economic growth. In southern Africa, racist apartheid and its
impact throughout the region brings death, destruction and devastation to
millions of children; this must end.

In Asia, with roughly half the world’s children in absolute poverty, waya
must be found tn give greater weight to child priorities in the process of
economic growth now underway.

● “
In the industrial countries, a new priority for children is needed, &o

reverse the rise in child poverty when it is occurring, and to tackle the new
range of emerging child problems, including drugs, child abuse, teenage
pregnancy, homelessnesa, inadequate child care for working mothers, and other
child suppport SYSterns,and a psychology of hopelessnessand abandonmentt.

.

In many of these areas, what is needed is easily apparent, and affordable
solutions are readily available. The issue in these cases is not what to do,
but whether there is the political will to introduce available low-cost
measures. The 7,000 lives now being &.aveddaily as a result of the recent
acceleration of such child survival programmed as the expanded programme on
inmnunization,return to breastfeeding, and oral dehydration therapy, could,
with the necessary increaae in political will, be doubled within two years,
and doubled again in the 1990s.

In other casea,.such as street children and drugs, solutions are nOt so
clear. How and what to do must receive more attention.

But in all cases, at the core is mobilization of a greater sense of
priority and concern - among political leadera and legislators, private
organizationsand”community groups, parents and families.

Action for children in the 1990s

Our Round Table focussed on four particular vehicles for structuring

● action for children in the decade ahead: the mobilization of leadership;
co-ications for mobilization; development of universal legal standards for
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0 the protection of children through the adoption of the forthcoming Convention
on the Rights of the Child; and greater attention to the “human face”,
particularly for children, in adjustment and development policies. These four
vehicles can significantly advance our concerns in all regions, all countries,
and all communities.

Mobilization of Leadership

In many countries, nationsl leaders have taken important initiatives for
Child Survival during the past decade. This has helped achieve msjor
increases in priority actions for chiidren, and reduction of infant and child
mortality, even at a time of economic crisis and set-back. lieare convinced
that the personal commitment of national leaders is a prerequisite for further
effective, sustained prograummesfor children; this personal commitment comes
more readily when the prevailing climate of opinion makes it good politics to
act, and bad politics not to act.

National leaders have also taken. their commitment to children to
multilateral fora - particularly to regional groupings, such as in Asia,
Africa, the Arab States and Central America, and bilaterally between the Union
of Soviet Socialists Republics and the United States of America.

In this latter context, we appreciate the suggestion which has been made
to convene a representative World Summit on Children. We join the two-dozen

●
Heads of State/Government, as well as other leaders, media editorials, and
others, who have already publicly declared their support for such a ❑eeting.
As one of our participants observed: ,,h issue is not seen to be important

unless important people are seen to be addressing it.” We believe that.the
leaders of mtions ought to addresa the issues of child survival, protection
and development - and ought to be seen to address them.

A World Summit on Children could: (1) help generate the priority,
momentum and commitment needed to achieve the realistic and quantifiable
UNICEF-WSO goals for child survival and health appended to this Declaration
and targetted for achievementwithin the coming decade; (2) advance the legal
protection of children by promoting the proposed Convention on the Rights of
the Child; and (3) advance the priority given to the “human face”,
particularly for children, in the adjustment and developmentpolicies for the
decade ahead.

While it is not appropriate for those of us who are in government service
to “appeal” to our Government authorities, those of us who are not in
government service call upon the leaders of our o~ nations to join in
supporting the convening of a World Summit on Children, and we particularly
look to those national leaders who have already established their leadership
roles in behalf of children to take the initiative M to organize such a
5ummit, which we encourage be held within the present year. Its virtually
assured success in the name of children could serve as a bridge into further
collective action on more complex world problems.

● Additionally, the holding of “Summits on Children” and “Sunnnits of
Children” at other levels of society, involving leaders from all sectors of
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9“ society in addition to governmental and political leaders, could mobilize
support for national plans of action and genuine national commitment to
address the needs of children. Provincial and community leaders could do the
ssme at their respective levels, as should sectoral leaders in such fields as
health, education and social welfare.

Communicationsfor mobilization

The mass media are more than just a connnunicationtool. More and ❑ore,
the msdia is the cutting edge of society’s changing values. The media haa
helped bring a drsmstic change in global sensitivity to international
disasters. Nany of us recall faminea and other disasters of the pre-World War
II era which inflicted their devastation without any sense thst distant
governments or world society had any obligation to act. Thus, the world could
ignore such disasters, since nust of the public remained unaware until long
after the victims were dead. Now, instant communicantions have ended that
ignorance,snd with it, the indifference. When the tragedy of African drought
struck in 198*, the world responded aa soon as pictures of the csmp at Korem
hit the television screen. ‘l’heimpact of the media is rarely quiet: it
mobilizes public opinion, for better or worse; and public opinion ❑obilizez
governments.

Ways must be found to extend thst impact to cover not only the “loud
emergencies” of drought and crisis, but also the ‘“silent emergencies” which

● “

cost the lives of millions of children every year. If the world responda to
an Armenian earthquake, why does it fail to respond to the daily deaths from
diarrhoeal diseases and other preventable causes - the equivalent of an
Armehian earthquake every day? If the world responds to the loud emergency of
a Bhopal chemical disaster, why does it fail to respond to. the readily
preventable s-ilentemergencies responsible for the equivalent of 13 Bhopals
every day? The media, on the cutting edge of society’s values, must find ways
to inform society of the daily tragedies of millions of children’s lives. An
informed and motivated society, we are convinced, can help diminish this
immorality.

We are also encouraged by the very positive role which the media has come
to play in empowering individuals with knowledge to protect and improve their
own lives. The media has been the communicator of knowledge for parents to
use in protecting their children through immunization, oral dehydration, and
other Child Survival actions. The media is now the principal communicatorof
knowlege for people to protect themselves from AIDS, and plays essential roles
in such other public health issues as smoking, alcohol and drug abuse, etc.
We believe that the ❑edia will play an increasingly large role - in both
developing and industrialized countries - as the communicator of knowledge for
life. We applaud and encourage this assumption of responsibility.

Universal Legal Standards:
The Conventionon the Rights of the Child

Two hundred years ago, France gave the world the Declaration of the Rights

● of Man and the Citizen. Thirty years ago, a nascent United Nations proclaimed



0 the Declaration of the Righta of the Child, elaborating on the rights of
children proclaimed’ earlier in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. This year, the United Nations General Assembly is expected to adopt
the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which would codify those rights
into international law. Law alone will not change the world - but enactment
of the right Lawa can set a new basis for action.

A Convention will firmly establish international standards of society’s
obligations to. children. Because ratifying states must also adjust their
national laws to compliance with the Convention, this code will bring
widescale benefits for children, and will provide children’s advocates with
highly useful leverage for the protection of children.

We hope for the adoption of the Convention by the General Assembly in
1989, and for ita ratification once adopted, and that countries will rapidly
conform their national laws to the Convention’s standards - a process which,
in fact, can begin immediately in anticipation of the draft aa reported by the
United Nations Human Rights Commission. The earliest compliance of national
legislation would allow-the earliest possible entry into
Convention.

Todav’$ Children : Tomorrow’s World

force of a ratified

“e
Never before has there been such an opportunity to do so much for so

little for the world’s children - the future, both for our families and our
nations. Our morality must march in step with our increased capacity. The
needless daily dying, deprivation and exploitation of our children must join
slavery, colonialism, racism and apartheid as unconscionable for our world
civilization---.Children today mua~ be liberated from
neglect, that they may enter the world of tomorrow as

citizens.

Today’$ Adults : TodaV’$ Responsibility

the oppression of
healthy, productive

With a sense of honour and privilege to participate in this Round Table,
we, the participants, accept our responsibility for building a world in which
children can survive and grow. We declare our individual and collective
resolve and commitment to the struggle for the survival, protection and
development of all the world’s children.

Paris
31 March 1989
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Participants in the World Round Table for Children

(Affiliationslisted for identificationpurposes only)

Mr. Stinislas ADOTEVI
UNICEF Regional Director

Mrs. Hods BADRAN (Ezwt )

for West and Central Africa.

-----
Director, Egyptian Council for Children.

Mr. Frsncis BLANCHARD“(France)
Former Director General of the International Labour Organisation.

Mrs. Margaret CATLEY CARLSON (Camda)
President, Canadian InternetionslDevelopment Agency.

Mrs. Rsquel Bland6n de CEREZO, First Lady of Guatemala
Honorary President of the Guatemala Foundation.

9“
Dr. Lincoln CHEN (United States)
Taro Takemi Professor of International Health,
Harvard Schoo1 of Public Health.

Mr. Claude CHEYSSON (France)
Former Member of the European Commission; Former Minister.

Mr. Anwarul Ksrim CHOWDHURY (Bangladesh)
Director General, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ambassador.

Prof. Ihsan DOGRAMACI (Turkey)
Executive Director, InternationalPediatric Association;
President of the Council of Higher Education, Ankara.

Mrs. H61&ne DORLHAC DE BORNE (France)
Secretary of State,
Office of the Minister of Solidarity, Health and Social Protection.

Prof. Georges DUBY (France)
Professor at Le collagede France.

Mrs. Georgiv DUFOIX (France)
Charge de mission, Office of the President of the Republic of France.

Mr. James P. GRANT

● Sxecutive Director, United Nations Children’s Fund.
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0 Mr. M.ahbubUL KAQ (Pakistan)
Senator; Former Minister.

Mr. Richard JOLLY
Deputy Sxecutive Director (Progrsmmes), United Nations Children’s Fund.

Mr. Bernard KOUCBNER (France)
Secretary of State for Humanitarian Action, Office of the Prime Minister.

Prof. Serge LEBOVICI (France)
President of the InternationalAssociation of Child Psychiatry.

Mrs. Anna NAKINDA (Tanzania)
Minister of State in the Office of the Prime Minister.

Mr. Federicg MAYOR ZARAGOZA
DirectorGeneral, UNESCO.

Dem. Luciano MENDES DE ALMSIDA (Brazil)
Archbishop of Msrians, State of Mires Gerais;
Secretary General of the Brazilian Council of Bishops.

Mrs. Fatima MSRNISSI (Morocco)
Professor of Sociology, Institute”of Scientific Research, Rabat.

● Prof. Sadako OGATA (Japan)
Dean, Faculty of Foreign Studies, Sophia

Mr. Ide OUMAROU
Secretary General of the Organisation of

Mrs. Lisbeth PALME (Sweden)

University, Tokyo.

African Unity.

Chairperson,Swedish Committee for UNICEF.

Abbe PIERSE (France)
Priest and Head of the humanitarian association Wti.

Dr. Fran$ois RSMY (France)
Chaiiman, French Committee for UNICEF.

Mr. Jean RIPERT (France)
Former United Nations Director-General for International
Developmentand Economic Co-operation.

Dr. Orlando R120 ESPINOZA (Nicaragus)
Member of Parliament; Pediatrician.

Mr. Soepardjo ROESTAM (Indonesia)
Minister Coordinator for People’s Welfare,
Republic of Indonesia.

*
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Prof. Pierre ROYER (France)
Chairman, InternationalChildren’s Centre, Paris.

Mr. Joaquin RUIZ-GIMENEZCORTES (Spain)
Vice-President,Internatioml Institute of Human Rights;
Chairman, Spanish Committee for UNICEF.

Mrs. Torild SRARD (Norway)
Bxecutive Director, Multilateral Department, Ministry of Development
Cooperation;Chairperson of the UNICEF Executive Board.

Mr. Evgheni Pavlovitch VELIKSOV (USSR)
Vice-President,Soviet Academy of Sciences.

Mr. Joseph C. WREELER
Chairman, DevelopmentAsaiatance Committee,
Organizationof Economic Cooperation Development.

Fls.Msrian
President,

WRIGHT EDELMAN (United States)

Children’s Defense Fund, Washington DC.

OBSERVERS AND MPPORTEURS

●
Mrs. Dorritt ALOPAEUS-STARL (Sweden)
Chief of Section, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Mr. Paul AUOAT (France)
ExecutiveDirector, French Committee for UNICEF.

Mr. Jean BROUSTE (France)
Director, InternationalChildren’s Centre, Paris.

Mr. Jacques BUGNICOURT (France)
Executive Secretary, Environment-Development-Third World
Dakar, Senegal.

Mr. Xavier DAUFRESNE de la CHEVALERIE (France)
Ambassador.

Mr. Djibril DIALLO
Senior External Affairs Officer, UNICEF.

Mrs. Khadija SAQ (Pakistan)
Economist.

Mr. Colin POWER

●
Assistant Director General for Education, UNESCO.
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0 Dr. V. RAMALINGASWAMI
Special Health Advisor to the Sxecutive Director, UNICEF.

Mrs. Kardinah SOEPARDJO ROESTAM (Indonesia)
Head of the women’s organisation Dharma Wanita.

Mr. Victor SOLER-SALA
Associate Director,Division of Information & Public Affairs, UNICEF

Mr. Michael SHOWER
Counselor to the Sxecutive Director, UNICEF.

Mr. Marco VIANELLO-CEIODO
Deputy ExecutiveDirector (External Relations), UNICEF.

Mr. Glen WILLIAMS (United Kingdom)
Journalist,
Rapporteur of the Round Table.
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WIO/UNICEFCommonCoalsForHealthDevelopment
Of#omenAndChildrenByTheYear2000

The goals have been grouped under: Reduction of mortality, Women’s
education and health, Better nutrition, Control of childhood diseaaes and
Control of the Environment.

1. Reduction of mortality
1.1 Reduction bv 50% of maternal mortalitv ratea from 1980 levels.
1.2 Reduction O} 1980 infant mortality rites by at least half or to 50

per 1000 live births, whichever achieves the greater reduction.
1.3 Reduction of 1980 under-five mortality rates by at least half or to

70 per 1000 live births, whichever achieves the greater reduction.

2. Women’s education and health
2.1 Achievement of universal primary education and 80 per cent female

literacy.*
2.2 Access.by all couples to info.rmationand se~ices fOr child sPacing.

3. Better nutrition
3;1 Reduction of the rate of low birth weight (2.5 kg) to less than 10%.
3.2 Enable all women to exclusively breast-feed,their child for four to

six months and to centinue breast-fceding with complementary food
well into the second year.

3.3 Virtual elimination of severe malnutrition among under-5 children and
reduction by half of moderate malnutrition.

3.4 Virtual eliminationof iodine deficiency disorders.
3.5 Virtual elimination of the blindness and other consequences of

vitamin A deficiency..-

4. Controi of-childhooddiseases
4.1 Global eradicationof polio.
4.2 Elimination of neonatal tetanus by 1995.
4.3 Reduction by 95 per cent in meaales deaths and reduction by 90 per

cent of measles cases in 1995, compared to pre-immunisation levels as
a major step to the global eradication of measles in the longer run.

4.4 Reduction by 70 per cent in”the deaths due to diarrhoea in children
under the age of five years; and 25 per cent reduction in the
diarrhoea incidence rate.

4.5 Reduction by 25 per cent in the deaths due to acute respiratory
infections in children under five years.

5. Control of the environment
5.1 Universal access to safe drinking water.
5.2 Universal access to sanitary means of excreta disposal.
5.3 Eliminationof guinea-worm disease by 1995.
5.L Achievement of a safer and more sanitary environment,

significant reductions of radioactive, chemical and
microbiologicalpollutants.

* each country to define the age group.

Goals updated February,

with
other
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Saving children’s lives 1980-2000
The top two fines on the charl show fwo possible
trends in the annual.numbar of chifd deaths from
1980 to 2000. The lower fine translates the difference

between these two trends into the actual number of
children’s lives which could be saved.
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-(% Assuming the 19S0 under-five mortality rate (U5MR)
remams the same

& U5MR as estimated by the UN Population Oivision up
w 1988. 7hereaner the assumption islhat~11munoies
make sufficient progress to reach the U5MR target
by the year 2000 (i.e. a u5MR of 70 or half the 1980
U5MR, whichever is the lower.)

& Numb= of ctildren’s tives saveG each year if U5MR
reducbon targets are met. i. e, (a) - (b).
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